Members Update, issue 2

Welcome to the second members Update. In this update you will find a question from us to all WIDE+ members, and updates from WIDE+ and WIDE+ partners.

Do you have any suggestions of what to share with members? Email us at: info@wide-network.org

Have your association or yourself listed at our website

WIDE+ would like to promote its members to a wider audience and give a better impression of who is WIDE+ at our site. We would like to invite all members to fill in this survey. This survey takes you less than one minute the fill in. It has only one question: it asks you if you can be listed at our site as a member, with some additional information about your work or your association.

Go to the survey

There are no costs involved in being mentioned at our site. It has been an recurrent suggestion that has come up in the WIDE+ caucus. Due to the General Data Protection Regulation that came into force in 2018, we cannot automatically list members at our site publicly. That is why we are asking for consent. We hope we can list many of you so that others can get to know a bit the people behind WIDE+.
A new report "The Fierce and the Furious" is available that analyses the anti-gender narratives and movements in Europe and the Mediterranean region.

Join tomorrow this webinar on the one of the largest trade deals planned ever, organized by WIDE+ partners, TWN and APWLD co-hosted by the Gender Trade Coalition, to register.

New Date and Location for the 14th International AWID Forum. This event will now take place 11-14 January 2021 in Taipei, Taiwan: read further.

Feminist were very actively voicing the call for anti-patriarchical climate commitments, however their voices were not heard. Indigenous women were handled, kicked and separated from their children while the colonial structure of the COP was protected.